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Gate-controllable spin battery
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We propose a gate-controllable spin-battery for spin current. The spin battery consists of a lateral
double quantum dot under a uniform magnetic field. A finite dc spin current is driven out of the
device by controlling a set of gate voltages. Spin current can also be delivered in the absence of
charge current. The proposed device should be realizable using present technology at low
temperature. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1603331#
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To be able to generate and control spin current is of g
importance for spintronics.1 Traditionally, spin injection
from a ferromagnetic material to a normal metal or semic
ductor material has been used to obtain spin polarized ch
current. Spin injection into non-Fermi liquid2 as well as by
circularly polarized light3 have also been investigated. Mo
recently, several theoretical proposals for spin battery w
reported for the generation of pure spin current witho
charge current.4–6 The idea is that when spin-up electro
move to one direction while an equal number of spin-do
electrons move to the opposite direction, the net cha
current I e5e(I ↑1I ↓) vanishes and a finite spin currentI s

5\/2 (I ↑2I ↓) emerges. HereI ↑ (I ↓) is the spin-up~spin-
down! electron current. Although conceptually interestin
existing spin-battery proposals all involve time depend
external fields4–6 which make practical realization somewh
complicated. It is the purpose of this letter to propose a
investigate a spin-battery design which is gate controlla
involving no time varying fields.

The gate controllable spin battery is schematica
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a lateral double quantum-
~QD! fabricated in two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG!
with split gate technology. The two QDs are coupled to th
leads: lead-1 and 3 couple to one QD each, lead-2 couple
both. The two QDs are separated by a high potential bar
so that tunnel coupling between them can be neglected
distinguish spin of the electrons, a magnetic fieldB is ap-
plied to the QDs to induce a Zeeman splitting. Two ga
voltagesVg,a control energy levels of thea-th QD, where
a5upper,lower (u,l ), indicating the upper and lower QD o
Fig. 1. Finally, the terminal voltages for the three leads
set such thatV1.V2.V3 ~Fig. 2!, they provide energy
source for the spin battery.

Before presenting results, we first discuss why the s
tem of Fig. 1 can deliver a spin current. Due to fieldB, a
spin degenerate levelea of the a-QD is split into spin-up/
down levelsea↑ /ea↓ . Let us assumeea↑,ea↓ . By adjusting

a!Electronic mail: guo@physics.mcgill.ca
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gate voltagesVg,a , we shift these levels. In particular, we s
Vg, lower such that electron occupation number in the low
QD is changing between 0 and 1~even to odd!, with the level
e lower,↑ locating betweenm1 and m2 , wherem i5eVi is the
chemical potential of leadi . Similarly, we setVg,upper such
that the upper QD has an electron occupying stateeupper,↑ ,
while the other stateeupper,↓ is pushed to higher energ
eupper,↓1U due to Coulomb interactionU. This way, the
electron occupation number in the upper QD is chang
between 1 and 2~odd to even!, and the leveleupper,↓1U
locates betweenm2 and m3 . The energy level diagram
shown in Fig. 2 is now established. From Fig. 2, it is cle
that a spin-up electron in lead-1 can tunnel into the lower Q
and further to lead-2. Similarly, a spin-down electron
lead-2 can tunnel into the upper QD and flows to lead
Therefore, in lead-2 spin-up electrons flow in and spin-do
electrons flow out: they move in opposite directions so tha
net spin current is generated. Hence, by adjusting gate
tentials the device of Fig. 1 generates a spin current in
region labeled by~A,B!.

We now present detailed analysis. The lateral double-
device is described by the following Hamiltonian:

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the lateral quantum dot. The lightly sha
region represents two-dimensional electron gas, the darker regions ar
metal gates~including split gatesVspn, Vp , and gate voltageVg,a). The
dotted box represents the region in which a pure spin current flows thro
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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H5(
as

~ea2sgmBa/2!das
† das1(

a
Uada↑

† da↑da↓
† da↓

1(
nks

enkanks
† anks1 (

nksa
~ tn,aanks

† das1H.c.! ~1!

whereanks
† (anks) and das

† (das) are creation~annihilation!
operators in lead-n and thea-QD, respectively. Each QD ha
a single particle energy levelea with spin indexs, and the
intradot Coulomb interaction isUa . To account for magnetic
field B, ea has a term2sgmBa/2 whereg is a constant. We
permitUupperÞU lower andBupperÞBlower, but these details do
not affect our general results. The last term in the Ham
tonian describes the coupling between the QDs and the le
and tn,a is the coupling strength. We sett1,upper5t3,lower50,
meaning there is no coupling between the upper-QD
lead-1 and between the lower-QD and lead-3.

We solve electron currentI n,s using standard Keldysh
nonequilibrium Green’s function method~NEGF!7 (\51):
I ns522eIm(a* (de/2p) Gna@ f n(e)Gas

r (e)1 1
2Gas

, (e)#
where Gn,a[2p(kutn,au2d(e2enk) is the linewidth func-
tion. f n(e) is the Fermi distribution function in lead-n. The
NEGF Gas

r ,,(e) is the Fourier transform ofGas
r ,,(t): with

Gas
r (t)[2 iu(t)^$das(t),das

† (0)%& and Gas
, (t)

[ i ^das
† (0)das(t)&.

We solve the retarded Green’s functionGas
r in by the

standard equation of motion technique where indirect tun
ing processes such as upper QD→ lead-2→ lower QD are
neglected, this is reasonable because the long middle ba
between the QDs helps to block such events to a large ex
We obtain6

Gas
r ~e!5

eas
2 1Uanas̄

~e2eas!eas
2 1

i

2
Ga~eas

2 1Uanas̄!

, ~2!

where eas
2 [e2eas2Ua , eas[ea2sgmBa/2, Ga

5(nGna , andnas̄ is the intradot occupation number of sta
s̄ in the a-QD. nas̄ needs to be calculated self-consisten
from the self-consistent equation nas̄5
2 i * (de/2p) Gas

, (e). As usual,Gns
r (e) has two resonances

one at energyeas for which the associated stateeas̄ is
empty; the other is ateas1Ua for which the associated stat
eas̄ is occupied.

Following the approach of Ref. 8, we obtain*deGas
, (e)

which is needed in computing current and occupation nu
ber

FIG. 2. Schematic plot of energy level position and the tunneling proc
during spin-battery operation.
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This completes the analytical derivation.
We set bias voltagesm150.05, m250, m3520.05 so

that m1.m2.m3 . We set gate voltagesVg,a such that at
zero magnetic field,e lower5m1 andeupper1Uupper5m3 . With
this condition there is one electron in the upper QD. Figu
3~a! and 3~b! shows electron currentI n↑ and I n↓ ; charge
current in lead-2I 2e5e(I 2↑1I 2↓); and spin current in lead-2
I 2s5(\/2) (I 2↑2I 2↓), versus a uniform field strengthB. At
zero B, electron current is nonpolarized so thatI n↑5I n↓ ,
and bothI 2e andI 2s vanish. WhenB increases from zero, the
intradot level ea is split. Then levelse lower,↑ and eupper,↓
1Uupperare moved into the bias ‘‘window’’ betweenm1(m3)
andm2 , while levelse lower,↓ andeupper,↑1Uupper are moved
out of the window, see Fig. 2. In this situation the electr
current in lead-1 and lead-3 are polarized withI a↑ÞI a↓ .
Moreover, we haveuI 1↑u.uI 1↓u and uI 3↑u,uI 3↓u. In the fol-
lowing, we focus on current in lead-2, shown in Fig. 3~b!. In
lead-2 the value of electron currentI 2↑ equals to the value o
I 2↓ , but their flow direction is exactly opposite to each oth
hence, we haveI 2↑52I 2↓ . We therefore obtain zero charg
current I 2e50; and a net spin currentI 2s emerges. When
parametergmB/2'0.03, the indradot levelse lower,↑ and
eupper,↓1Uupperare in the middle of the bias window, leadin
to the maximum spin current. If fieldB increases further, the
spin current slightly decreases.

The device discussed here should be realizable u
present technology because lateral double-QD struct
have already been fabricated.9 Our analysis also show tha
the device does not have a very strict parameter requirem
~i! The sizes of the two QDs need not be the same;
intradot Coulomb interaction parametersUupper,U lower need
not be the same.~ii ! The fieldB may or may not be uniform,
it may also point to any direction. For different directions
B, a spin current is still induced but the spin polarizati
would depends on the field direction.~iii ! The four coupling

s

FIG. 3. ~a! and~b! for electron currentsI n↑ andI n↓ , charge currentI 2e ~unit
e), and spin currentI 2s ~unit \/2), vs magnetic field parametergmB/2.
Other parameters areG1,lower5G2,lower5G2,upper5G3,upper50.005, kBT
50.01,U lower51.0, Uupper50.9, e lower5m1 , andeupper1Uupper5m3 . ~c! I 2e

and I 2s vs G3,upper with gmB/250.03. Other parameters are:G1,lower

50.004, G2,lower50.005, andG2,upper50.006. ~d! I 2e and I 2s vs e lower with
gmB/250.03. Hereeupper1Uupper520.06 which is slightly different from
m3520.05. Other parameters in~c! and~d! are the same as those in~a! and
~b!.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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strengths (G1,lower,G2,lower,G3,upper,G2,upper) between the QDs
and the leads can be controlled by split gate volta
(Vsp1,Vsp2,Vsp3,Vsp4) as shown in Fig. 1, and they do no
need to be the same. In fact, one may fix any 3 of the 4
only regulate the last one to obtain a pure spin current w
zero charge current. For example, fixingG1,lowerÞG2,lower

ÞG2,upper, the spin currentI 2s and charge currentI 2e vs
G3,upper is shown in Fig. 3~c!. At a special value ofG3,upper

given by relation G3,upperG2,upper/Gupper

5G1,lowerG2,lower/G lower, I 2e vanishes and onlyI 2s exists.~iv!
So far we have sete lower5m1 and eupper1Uupper5m3 , but
these conditions can be relaxed. For example, ifeupper

1Uupper520.06, somewhat different fromm3 , by regulat-
ing the lower-QD levele lower using gate voltageVg, lower, we
can easily find the operation point for largeI 2s with zeroI 2e ,
as shown in Fig. 3~d!. ~v! As for the parameter values, in Fig
3 we have usedkBT50.01. Assuming this is equivalent t
100 mK,10 other parameter values used to generate Fig. 3
be deduced. We find:V15m1 /e'43 mV, V250, V3'
243 mV, Ua'1 meV, andB'0.8/g T for gmB/250.03.11

These parameters are in the standard range of QD devic12

Finally, we discuss in what sense the proposed dev
behaves as a spin battery with two poles. Note that the re
indicated by the dotted box in Fig. 1 is reserved for sp
tronic devices: any application of spin current should
done in this region. The lateral QD plus the external circ
constitute the spin battery: the two poles of the spin batt
are points ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ as shown in Fig. 1. If there exists
direct connection between A and B, a spin current is driv
through by the spin battery. On the other hand, if there is
direct connection, a spin-motive force will be establish
between A and B. Importantly, even if there are not spin
mechanisms in whole device, the spin battery can still wo
which is different from the one-pole systems.4,5 Finally, the
distance between points A and B can be as large as the
coherence length which can reach many microns at
temperatures.13,14 Such as large distance should allow use
applications of the flowing spin current.
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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In summary, we have shown that gate-controllable s
battery for spin current is possible. Such a device should
fabricable using present technology. We believe the pres
design to be superior as no time-dependent field is involv
In the present work, we did not discuss detection of pure s
current without charge current, but such discussions alre
exist in literature13,15,16 and we refer interested readers
them.
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